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YES water is the by product and legacy of proton H in several 
accretion disks and galaxies included ours.

It’s an atomic spectral concern can be understood with gF values, 
the common liquid water on Earth seems to be under these laws of 

spectroscopy- also consider that our galactic velocity is
270 km s-1 and for our EARTH is 30 kms-1, reentry on Earth is 

7kms-1.

We are still standing because gravity law,…. We can enjoy of 
this law, and open the door of anti-gravity tools and range the 

chemicals rocket to scrap yard in two decades you can verify 
that I do not speak about chemical rockets of today but tools 

of tomorrow, in our website because for the moment 
disruptive one.

What is the market value of anti-gravity motors, with modify 
quantum Monte Carlo, it’s possible to reach at quintillion $ or 

more ! but we have to ignore space time (as
conventional concept) and take only 0Ti=1 as unitary tensor 

Time is structured with MEMONS page of the book quantum 
intronic medicine. 

Time is considered as state of matter. It’s a physical entity.

https://silicon-g57.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/QIM-CDA-PDF-ENGLISH-082019-FINAL.pdf

Some pages of interest p 35 to 55 p106 -109. 

One part of the secret of quantum anti-gravity machine is the 
DRIFT  VELOCITY !

We must be prepared to the great jump into the new physics, 
Einstein was correct, it was the basis , but the concept was 

limited to space time as conventional neuronal value and 
limited value of C 300,000 Kms-1

but universe laws do not care about our neuronal limits.

but it is another story.

https://silicon-g57.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/QIM-CDA-PDF-ENGLISH-082019-FINAL.pdf
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